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CONTROLLED APPROXIMATION AND A CHARACTERIZATION

OF THE LOCAL APPROXIMATION ORDER1

C. DE BOOR AND R.-Q. JIA

Abstract. The local approximation order from a scale (Sh) of approximating

functions on R"' is characterized in terms of the linear span (and its Fourier

transform) of the finitely many compactly supported functions <p whose integer

translates <p(- -j),j e Z'", span the space S = S¡ from which the scale is derived.

This provides a correction of similar results stated and proved, in part, by Strang

and Fix.

The term "controlled approximation" was introduced in 1970 by Strang [St]; see

also [FS]. It concerns approximations of the form __9e$<p*cÇ), with <î» a finite

collection of functions on Rm of compact support and qp * c the function obtained

from <p by convolution with some "sequence" c: Zm -* R; i.e.,

<p*c:=    £  <p(--j)c(j)-

If, more generally, c is some function on Rm, we will still just write <p * c instead of

the correct but more complicated <p * (c\z-).

The function u to be approximated lies in the Sobolev space Wp(W") with norm

Nk/>:= E W\i.p,
j<k

where

H.p-= E \\Dau\\P

and

\\4p'-= Mi.,(-r).

We denote by Wpc(Rm) the subspace of Wp(Rm) of compactly supported functions.

The approximations are, more explictly, of the form

v ipe*
°h( E »•c*)//i-/'   with ohf:= f(-/h).
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Concerning the degree of approximation to m g Wp(Rm) achievable by proper

choice of the weights c*, Strang and Fix [SF, Theorem II] state the following result.

In its statement and subsequent analysis, the normalized multivariate monomials

appear often enough to deserve an abbreviation of their own. We will use [ ]a to

stand for the function Rm -» R: x »-* xa/a\ (and will use standard multi-index

notation throughout). In particular, D&[ ]a = [ ]"~ß, and this holds even when

ß £ a, since then [ ]a~& = 0, by convention. Further, v, will denote the collection of

polynomials on Rm of total degree < j. Finally, / will denote the Fourier transform

off—i.e.,/(£) := /R- - ~'ix f(x) dx, with £x the scalar product.

Theorem SF. Let <& be a finite subset of W2~l(Rm). Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) There exists a sequence (\pa)^<k in span <_> which satisfies

(ia)^0(0)= l,¿o = Oozí27rZm\0;

(ü>)Zß*A-iD]ßh-ß = 0 on 2vZm for 0 < |«| < k.

(ii) There exists a sequence (^a)\a,<k in span 3> which satisfies

[]*-   L**-ß*[]ß   for\a\<k.
ß«x

(iii) There exist some finitely supported c so that \¡¿ := 5_-,e$ <p * c satisfies \p(Q) # 0,

butDaî> = 0oz.2wZm\0/or|a| < k.

(iv) For each u e W2(Rm) there exist weights c£ so that

(iva) ||« - <*„<£,<!>* c$)/hm/%a < CMist,A*-*|ii|M, j - 0,...,k - 1;

(ivb)£v||c*||l< const ||«||i

For the very special case when m = #$ = 1, such results can already be found in

[Sc]. In [SF] the special case when í> consists of just one function (but m is arbitrary)

is treated first (see [SF, Theorem I]) and completely. However, for the general case,

[SF] only gives a proof for the implications (i) => (iii) => (iv). In particular, the

validity of (iv) => (i) has recently been questioned. This was finally settled by Jia [J],

who shows by a counterexample that (iv) does not imply (i) in general.

This raises the question of how to modify (iv) to obtain something equivalent to

(i). This is a matter of changing the control over the form of the approximation as

expressed by (ivb). In this connection it is very useful to recall that Dahmen and

Micchelli [DM] quote Theorem SF in a modified form. The modification of

importance here occurs in condition (iv), which they require to hold locally, as

follows:

(iv)' For each u e Wpk(Rm) there exist weights c* so that, for any closed domain

G c Rm,

(iva)'

(ivb)'

u-oh>Z<P*<hm/P (G) < const hk\u\k.p(Brh(G)),

p\1/p

I |c*(y)| < const \\u\\P(Brh(G))
Gnsupp(p(/h-j)± 0 '

holds for some const and r independent ofh, G, u.
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Here, Bd(G) := {x g Rm: dist(x, G) < d}.

If (iv)' holds, then, with a reference to [St], [DM] say that <_> provides "controlled

¿--approximation of order k". They do not comment on the fact that (iv)' is a

strengthening of (iv), and they refer to [SF] for a proof of the implication (iv)' => (i).

As it turns out, (iv)' does indeed imply (i). But it is the localness rather than the

control that does the job. For this reason we propose here to abandon the notion of

"controlled approximation order" in favor of "local approximation order". We say

that <_> provides "local L.-approximation of order k " in case the following condition

holds:

(iv)" For each u G Wp(Rm) there exist weights c* so that

(iva)'

(ivb)'

L<p*chv < const hk\u\k !'•

Cy(j) = 0 whenever dist( jh, supp u) > r

holds for some const and some r independent of h and u.

It is clear that (ivb)' is stronger than both (ivb) and (ivb)", but (ivb) and (ivb)" are

not comparable. As we are about to show, (iv)" is the right modification of (iv) to

give equivalence with (i). This shows that also (iv)' => (i) and so validates the version

of Theorem SF in [DM].

Theorem. Let $ be a finite subset of W®c(Rm). Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(Io) There exists a sequence (\pa)^<k in span <_> which satisfies

(l°a) ¿0(0) =1,¿0 = 0 on 2-nZm\Q;

(leb)Lß<a[-iD]^tt_ß = 0on2trZm\0for0 < \a\ < k.

(2°) There exists a sequence (\pa)^<k in span <_> such that

[V-   E^-/_*[]/Je7r|a|_1   for\a\<k.
ß*ia

(3°) There exist some finitely supported c_, so that \b:= E9ei) tp * c_, satisfies

[ ]"-**[ ]" G *,„,_,   for\a\<k.

(4°) For all p G [1, oo], <_> provides local L^approximation order k.

(5°) For some p G [1, oo], $ provides local L -approximation order k.

Remarks. Condition (Io) differs from (i) in that the latter requires, additionally,

that Lß<a[-iD]ß\pa_ß = 0 at 0. Already Dahmen and Micchelli [DM] prove that it is

possible to get away with the weaker condition (Io).

Condition (2°) is, off-hand, weaker than (ii), but an inductive argument leads

from (2°) to (ii).

Condition (3°) seems more useful to us in applications than the (equivalent)

condition (iii). We note that induction gives the seemingly stronger statement
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(3°)' There exist some finitely supported c_ so that \p:= T,ve^<p * c_, satisfies

t*[]a = []afor\a\<k.

The asserted equivalence between (4°) and (5°) shows that one might as well drop

the qualifier "L -" and just speak of the local approximation order provided by <í>.

Proof of the Theorem. While the main point of this note is the implication

(5°) => (Io), we give a proof of the entire implication cycle (Io) => (2°) =>•••=>

(Io). The arguments for (Io) => (2°) => (3°) are adaptations of those in [SF].

(Io) => (2°). Observe that the Fourier transform of 4>(x - ■ )[ ]ß is

[iD]ß(e~'i)x\j/(-- )). Hence, by Poisson's summation formula, we have

£-277,

i*[]ß(x)= LVD]ß(e-H(-e))
j

= L   L  [x]\-i"J'[-iD]ß-m-2wj).
j   y<ß

It follows that

E *«-/.*[ ]' = I   E     L[Ve-2*'J"[-iD]ß-^a_ß(-2*j)
ßsia j   |S<a   y</3

-2>-*«> E [ F   E    [-iD]ß-^(a.y).(ß.y)(-2,j)
j y^ot ß — y<ot — y

-[■]"+ E [V E   [-iD]sh-y-s(o),
y<a S <a — y

the last equation by (Io).

(2°) => (3°). With y := (k,...,k), the monomial [ ]y and its integer shifts span the

space fffc(R) X ■ ■ ■ X irk(R). This imphes that there exist finitely supported se-

quences Cß so that

[]*•<>-[]*-'   for/Uy.

On applying Z)Y"a to both sides, we find that []a * cß = []a~ß; hence,

cß*[ ]"=[]"'"   onZm       fora,y-<Y.

Now set

v°:=  E ,/'/.*c/..
|/J|<*

Then

*.[]«- £ *„.->*[]■ = E +ß*[]-ß- L*ß*[]'~ß^[]* + ̂ -i>
\ß\<k \ß\<k ß^a

the inclusion by (2 o).

The proof of (3°) => (4°) follows the argument for [BH, Corollary to Theorem 6].

This leaves (5°) => (Io). We approximate a tensor product of univariate B-splines

—namely, the function
m

u(x):=   n^* + i(*(")),
e = l
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with

Mk+1(t):°= [—— ,-^T" .••••—T- K--0 + ,       'GR

'/(Rm)

(iva)" and (ivb)" hold (whatever thep might be). Set

and consider the Fourier-Laplace transform

k+1 k -   1 Z.  +   1 ^        ̂

2     '"    2     '••"     2

(see [Sc]). Since u g ny<(Rm) for any p g [1, oo], we can find weights c£ so that

/(*):- / e-Uxf(x) dx,      z G C

of the error/:= u — uh. Since u has compact support, so does uh by (ivb)"; hence,

so does / uniformly in h. This means that supp/lies in some ball Ba of finite radius a

independently of h. Consequently,

/  t-'"f(x) dx K ̂ «llim'iiconstJI/IL,,

and, by (iva)",

||/Up < const hk\u\k,P.

This implies that

\f(z)\ <; const hk   for ||Im z\\ < const.

We can therefore invoke Cauchy's formula (see, e.g., [R]) to get the estimate

(1) ||D*/L(R)<constA*.

The Fourier transform of u is well known (see [Sc]); it is

ù(z)=TlC(z(v))
r-l

Zc + 1

where C(t) := (sin t/2)/(t/2) is Whittaker's cardinal function. From this we deduce

that

(2) û(0) = 1

and

(3) lim  (D"u)[x/h) , o    for-teRm\Oand|a|<A;
A-o hk

hence, by (1), ùh must satisfy corresponding conditions.

We now compute ùh. Since

j e~izx<p(x/h -j) dx = hmy(hz)e-'hzJ,

we find that

M*) - __>(A*)<o(*)

with
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Thus, from (1) and (2),

(4) lim I$(0)<0(0) = 1.

Further,

[D)a{^(hz)v^(z))=  £ hM[D]ß<p(>")(-ihytt-\,a_ß(2)

Z3<«

with

vhv,y(&-= kmzZ4(j)[jVe-^
j

each a 2w/7z-periodic function. (Note that, for y = 0, this agrees with the earlier

definition, as it should.) This implies that

<y(2*y/A) - _*,r(0),

and therefore (1) and (3) give

£   £ *W(-/)|-/,,[i)]^(2»/X../,(0)-0(A*);

hence, for |a| < k,

(5) lim £   £  [-iD]ßq>(2wj)^a_ß(0) = 0    far/e Z"\0.
A->0    <f    ß^a

From (4) and (5) we deduce (Io) as follows. By (4) we cannot have <p(0) = 0 for

every <p g e_>. Without loss of generality we can therefore assume that, for some

X g <_», x(0) = 1, and q>(0) = 0 for all tp g $ \ x- In particular, this implies with (4)

that limA_0 i>x,o(0) = L Now consider the space 5 of all vectors w = (w> ) for

which

lim E   E "vXtW * °"
h~*°   v   \y\<k

We claim that S± contains a vector w' with w¿0 = 1. Indeed, if w'0 = 0 for all

w' € S± , then (S±)±=5 would contain the unit vector (S_.xôy0); hence,

lim^_0 íz*o(0) = 0 would follow.

With this, define

<rV=    E<,7<P-
<f>

Then

¿o(0) - £<0<*>(o) = w;,oX(o) = 1.

Further, by (5), the vector ([-iD]a~yQ>(2irj))9%y is in 5 for \a\ < k and/ g Zm\0;

therefore

E   E »;.._,[-tí>]'$(2*/) = 0    for M < /.and; g Zm\0,
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and this implies that

E   [-iD]ß4>a-ß = Q   on277-Zm\0for|a| < k,
ß*ia

as we wanted to show.   D

Remark. In contrast to [SF], we assume <_• only to lie in L For this reason we do

not get (iva); i.e., we do not get simultaneous approximation to derivatives. But this

is easily obtained under the assumption that <_> lie in an appropriately smoother

space, using the quasi-interpolant constructed in the proof of (3°) => (4°). In this

connection we note that, using (3°) in the equivalent formulation (3°)', such a

quasi-interpolant for u takes the particularly simple form

\p * u.
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